I. Call to order: 2:34
II. Minutes from March 12, 2012 were approved by consensus
III. Additions/Adoption of Agenda was approved by consensus
IV. Announcements
   a. Epilepsy Foundation- Elizabeth Meehan attended the Academic Senate meeting to give a brief announcement about the Epilepsy Foundation website. Carollin Navaro and Kenda Eden, students at San Diego City College, also attended the meeting. Caroline and Kenda have Epilepsy and shared some of their stories with the Senate. E. Meehan educated senators about the different types of Epilepsy and how to react if a student were to have one in the middle of class. She wanted to emphasize that flexibility and collaboration between professor and student can lead to student success for students with Epilepsy.
   b. Faculty Accomplishments- D. Fierro wanted to recognize Dr. Sandra Pesce for completing her PhD of philosophy in education with an emphasis in instructional design for online learning.
   c. Civility Policy Update- D. Fierro gave the Senators an update of the Civility Policy. When the City College Academic Senate took this policy to DGC the district had some changes. D. Fierro will send out the changes and he encourages all senators to reply to him with any input, comments, and feedback.
V. Guest/Special Committees
   a. Associated Students- No Report
VI. Old Business
   a. Tax Resolution- D. Fierro announced to the senators that the Tax Resolution that we had a first reading last meeting has now been repealed. Arnie Schoenberg, the author of the resolution wanted to send the resolution through anyway, due to the fact that it is still in the long term running. The probability of this resolution going to the voters is low
however, there is still the possibility of it being on the November ballot. S. Pesce volunteers to conduct a second reading on the resolution. A. Schoenberg shares with the senators that he holds to the resolution as it stands. L. Chaddock/ J. Akers motion to have a vote MSC (14-0-5). Resolution is adopted by the Academic Senate.

VII. New Business
a. Class Passing Time - this topic was deferred to a later meeting.
b. Local FSA - M. Bernard attended the meeting to give the senators a recap and highlight some important pieces of the Faculty Service Area and minimum qualifications at the local level. M. Spradley has been working with human services for minimum qualifications for adjunct faculty that City College is hiring to teach the agricultural program. M. Bernard also mentioned that this year is the first year that that process of disciplines being assigned is being implemented. M. Spradley is working with an individual in Human Resources and it seems that the interpretation of minimum qualification is misunderstood. M. Bernard and M. Spradley are planning on sitting down and discussing further steps in figuring out this process and wanted to give to Academic Senate a heads up in case they needed some faculty force behind this issue.

IX Officer Reports
X. Facilities Update
XI. Standing Committees
XI Other
XII Adjourn 3:25 F. Martin/ S. Martin